COMMUNIQUÉ

NATIONAL TRANSPORT AUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
Setting Up of Vehicle Examination Stations

1. The National Transport Authority (NTA) proposes to grant licences to private operators to run vehicle examination stations. This proposal goes towards demarcating the Authority’s operational functions from its regulatory ones. In this context, the NTA invites Expression of Interest from eligible corporate bodies or consortium of corporate bodies registered, incorporated or established in Mauritius to express their interest in providing the services.

2. A maximum of four stations will be licensed to examine all types of motor vehicles (motorcars, dual-purpose vehicles, buses, goods vehicles, trailers, taxis, motorcycles, autocycles and heavy vehicles).

3. The “Expression of Interest” document may be downloaded from the NTA website http://www.gov.mu/portal/site/nta

4. The Expression of Interest together with the relevant information must be submitted in a sealed envelope clearly marked on the top left hand corner “Expression of Interest – Setting Up of Vehicle Examination Stations” to the address below not later than Friday 22 April 2011 at 14h00.

   Road Transport Commissioner
   National Transport Authority
   MSI Building
   Les Cassis
   Port Louis

5. The Commissioner reserves the right to cancel this exercise without thereby incurring any liability.

   MSI Building
   Les Cassis
   Port Louis

   23 March 2011